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YOU NO LONGER NEED TO CHOOSE BETWEEN
ROBUSTNESS AND SAVINGS. GET BOTH

BOXER self-propelled sprayers have been designed
to set the new market standard. Regardless of the
crop you are working with, the conditions of land,
or the relief, these machines provide the power,
speed, and productivity you expect from KUHN.
By developing products and services that increase
productivity, we are sure we can reduce costs and
contribute to farmer success. We are passionate
about innovative solutions to help you work more
efficiently.
Featuring state-of-the-art technology based on
decades of experience, KUHN offers a wide range
of options,
from powertrains to a complete precision farming
system. The best combination of performance and
low operating cost.
Face the farm with a true ‘’all terrain.’’ Get to know
the BOXER line.

“With rising production costs rising, our farmers are increasingly
focused on robustness and savings. They require equipment
that is available to work during the most difficult times and still
deliver the expected savings. These premises guided the whole
design and development of the product“.

José Carlos Bassetti – Marketing Manager

WORK
QUALITY

BOXER MECHANICAL 4x2

NO JOB IS TOO HEAVY
No terrain is too difficult for the MECHANICAL BOXER. This
machine offers superior performance with maximum comfort
and control under the most difficult operating conditions.
With a 126 hp MWM engine, perfectly sized transmission
and lightweight, overcoming obstacles has become routine.
You can choose the robustness of a 5-speed mechanical
transmission.
With excellent performance in undulating terrain, the
MECHANICAL BOXER can overcome ramps of up to 32%.
Another important characteristic is fuel consumption,
ranging from 10 to 14 L/hour, depending on the terrain.
Whatever the terrain, surprise yourself with the results.

MWM MAXXFORCE 4.10 turbo engine
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MECÂNICO 4X2
REEL COMMERCIAL
BOXER

CABINE EASY VIEW 270°
Visualize your results
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KUHN Differentials

ACCESS LADDER
Now the BOXER has a hydraulic system for the
activation of the front access ladder.
Comfort and convenience with one touch of the
activation pedal.

ACTIVE PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION
The active pneumatic suspension system helps
significantly improve the performance of the
equipment on undulating terrain, allowing better tire
adhesion to the ground and avoiding shock transfer
to the chassis.

LED LIGHTING
Night spraying isn’t a problem. Equipped with the latest
LED headlights, it provides visibility and more safety for
nighttime work.
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KUHN Differentials

THE EFFICIENCY YOU SEEK

PRECISION AGRICULTURE
Technology within reach
Highly efficient technological package: GPS, flow
controller and automatic section cut-off, hydraulic autopilot,
signal correction, and multi-axis terrain compensator. This set
of equipment ensures results with perfect delineation and more
efficient operations, saving inputs in fuel, and time. It is the best
automation solution for self-propelled sprayers.

KUHN PARTS
DESIGNED AND PRODUCED TO STAND THE TEST OF TIME
KUHN foundries and forging as well as a high-level manufacturing processes enable the
production of parts that defy time. You can really rely on our experience and original
parts. Our customers benefit from the support and logistics of our Parts Department
services, which provides fast and reliable solutions in conjunction with the nearest
authorized KUHN dealer.
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Technical Specifications
Engine
Manufacurer/Model
Power
Peak torque
Number of Cylinders
Displacement
Transmission
Type
Solution tank
Capacity (l)
Solution Agitator
Chemical eductor
Capacity (l)
Material
Spray Pump
Type
Material
Manufacturer
Spray Boom
Boom width (m)
Number of sections
Nozzle holder
Nozzle spacing (cm)
Piping
Height (m)
Precision Agriculture
GPS and electronic controllerr
Automatic Section Cutter
Hydraulic Autopilot
Chassis
Tires
Suspension system
Ground Clearance (m)
Wheel track (m)
Weight
Length (m)
Width (m)
Height (m)
Fuel tank capacity (l)

Mechanical
MWM / MaxxForce Turbo (meets Proconve MAR-1 standards)
126CV @2200RPM
512Nm@1400 Rpm
4
4.3
4X2 mechanical 5 speed, with differential lock.
2000
Venturi Hydraulic Agitator
34
Polyethylene
Centrifugal
Wrought Iron - optional Stainless Steel
Hypro
25 or 27
7
Trijet - 3
35 or 50
Special Polypropylene
0.60 to 2.10

Diagonal 12.4 x R36 standard tire - optional IF 320/85 R36 radial tire
Active Pneumatic
1.40
Fixed 2.50 meters
6,360 Kg (25m) - 6,436 Kg (27m)
7
3.20
3.75
140

*Option
*Standard
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DUO REACT APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY

Flexibility of Speeds
With proper nozzle selection, you can drive at the speed you want and maintain application rate and
spray quality desired by switching between two different nozzle sizes.
Speed:
6 Km/h

Nozzle A

Nozzle A

18 Km/h

11Km/h

Nozzle B

Field Example
On curves or
climbing hills

Nozzle B

29 Km/h

Nozzle A + B
Flat, open field (Maximum
speeds)

Boundary Spraying

Variable Rate Applications
Apply variable rate liquid fertilizer by
selecting the nozzle size combination that
offers your desired application range.
Nozzle A

Utilize a drift reduction nozzle around the boundary of your field or other obstacles including grass
waterways, hedges, drainage tile inlets and ditches. Then switch to a standard nozzle for the rest
of the field.
Flooded
areas

Grass covered
channels

Nozzle A + B

For more information about the nearest KUHN
dealer, visit our website:

www.kuhn.com
Your KUHN Dealer

www.kuhn.com

KUHN MONTANA INDÚSTRIA DE MÁQUINAS S.A.
Calle Francisco Dal Negro, 3400 - São José dos Pinhais - PR

In European Union countries, our equipment complies with the European Machinery Directives; In other countries
they comply with safety regulations in force in those countries. In our printed material, to better illustrate some
details, some protection devices may have been removed. Apart from these particular cases, in all circumstances
this safety equipment must be assembled in accordance with the instructions in the user manuals. «We reserve the
right to modify the models, their equipment and accessories without prior notice». The machines and equipment in
this document may be covered by at least one patent and/or a registered model. The trademarks mentioned in this
document may be protected in one or more countries.

Also find KUHN on
social networks

Printed in Brazil - BPAA25GB

Nozzle B

